Climbing fiber-triggered metabotropic slow potentials enhance dendritic calcium transients and simple spike firing in cerebellar Purkinje cells.
Cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs) receive synaptic input from numerous parallel fibers (PFs) and from a single climbing fiber (CF). At both types of synapses, fast synaptic transmission is mediated by AMPA receptors, while at PF synapses burst activity can additionally recruit metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs) that mediate a slow depolarizing potential. Here, we show that mGluR-activated slow potentials can be evoked throughout the dendrite by CF-evoked complex spike firing in the presence of an mGluR agonist. The CF-triggered mGluR potential was not only blocked by an mGluR antagonist but also when the CF-induced Ca(2+) transient was blocked by an AMPA receptor antagonist, suggesting the possibility that the slow potential can be activated by the simultaneous occurrence of agonist binding at mGluRs and a CF-evoked Ca(2+) transient. In turn, these CF-triggered slow mGluR potentials enhance the complex spike-associated calcium signals throughout the dendrite. Moreover, they provide a mechanism by which CFs can modulate the simple spike frequency of PCs.